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Special thanks to Anna and other Ebook Tops customers, this book has been professionally

edited and other issues raised in the reviews addressed.A NEW ACTION PLAN TO Overcome

Pre-Diabetes, WHILE Eating Your Favorites Food TO Lose Weight Effortlessly, Keep Your

Blood glucose And A1C In Check, Without Constant Dependent On Drugs.I know it sounds a

bit mind boggling, and quite frankly I know it'll be hard to believe, I’ve asked myself how can i

describe in few words how powerful these NEW techniques can work without making it like a

hype or extravagant that you might dismiss it.However if you read for a few SECONDS you'll

see that what I’ll share is down to earth, simple and easy too, and it works.HERE’S MY

GUARANTEE, examine the kindle edition risk free for 7 days, and if you're not much MORE

empower to deal with PRE-DIABETES, RETURN IT WITHIN 7 DAY FOR A FULL REFUND

NO QUESTIONS ASKEDEveryday Americans are told by doctors and big pharma that PRE-

diabetes can only be managed, and it’s a lifelong disease without any hope of a cure, however

guess who make profit when you believe this lies…BIG PHARMADr. Jason Fung World

renowned researcher and author says many incredible natural cures and breakthroughs are

hushed by big pharma,It’s how the system works.Remember how UK singer Adele and Rap

Artist 50 cents lose almost 30 pounds without the fad diet or pill peddled by big

pharma.However, according to Socrates, David Wolfe and Michele Obama, food is in fact the

only means to overcome today’s deadly, chronic degenerative diseases without spending

lifetime savings on drugs that have side effects deadlier than diabetes and increase risk of

heart attacks.I'm Cara Becca, and for far too long I’m sick and tired as I’ve observe how

Americans take drugs that expose them to stroke, and heart diseases, unable to eat what they

desired, feel guilty after eating, and worry sick about medications, the struggle to lose weight,

as family watch in despair, but hoping for a better way.Let me reveal to youFoods to avoid when

diagnosed with pre-diabetes that eating them put your LIFE in danger of other dangerous

diseases that doctors might never tell you. This costly mistake is why I write books about

diabetes so no one should repeat such mistakes like I’ve made.Secrets the big pharma don't

want you to know about pre-diabetes that puts everyone on drugs, pills and dangerous foods

forever… get this secret today and stay safe from the vicious drug cycle.A simple step process

to detect dangerous food that you might think are save, knowing this will guarantee you make

choice that eliminate risk of developing type 2 diabetes and other complicationsThe three step

plan to cut sugar cravings, It's easier than a walk in the pack even if you've been addicted for

years...it works so good that you'll teach it to kidsThe one and only simple lifestyle choice that

makes reversing pre-diabetes diabetes and inflammatory diseases stress and worry freeThe

Pre-diabetes ACTION plan to reverse diseases plus, Mistakes people make with food...list of

food never to eat, and what to eat instead,Serious dangers in the so called "healthy food" and

how to easily spot them to protect your healthIf you'll for a second be true and honest to admit

to yourself that you don’t have a proven process that you RELY ON to control your Blood

Glucose and A1c, or eat the right foods without spending hard earned dollars on expensive

meds with dangerous side effects.Remember it’ll cost thousands of dollars and more danger to

your health if you continue using the pills WITH dangerous SIDE EFFECT, TAKE ACTION

NOWClick othe buy with 1-click button.

This book is a holistic guide to achieving health goals inside and out! �Unity WordsThis book



shows you what to put on your fork to create radiant skin from the inside out. Far from a one-

size-fits-all approach, the delicious allergy-friendly recipes include gluten-free, dairy-free, low

salicylate, low histamine, vegan and autoimmune paleo options to tailor meals to suit your

needs… Find answers to combat eczema, acne, dandruff, hives, rosacea, salicylate sensitivity

and much more. �Paper Plus Masterton, Wairarapa Times Age and Kapiti NewsThe journey

through this beautifully presented book with gorgeous photographs, will educate and inform

readers in depth, on how to keep their skin in optimum condition through natural food and

supplements. �Kids’ Book ReviewVividly illustrated, this hardback will inform and educate on

how to keep your skin in optimum condition through natural food and supplements. It shows

you what to put on your fork to create radiant skin from inside out. �PS NewsFor anyone who

has suffered through a skin allergy or is permanently afflicted with eczema, dermatitis, leaky

gut or some sort of intolerance to modern foods, The Healthy Skin Kitchen from Karen Fischer

is a breath of fresh air; a slightly different take on healing your skin, as well as yourself in a

very practical and user friendly style. �Blue Wolf ReviewsCovering all aspects of healthy skin

care, and then going on to showcase a culinary wealth of delicious, nutritious, appetite

satisfying and skin healthy recipes for dishes that would grace any dining occasion, The Health

Skin Kitchen is a unique and unreservedly recommended addition to personal, professional,

and community library cookbook collections. �Midwest Book ReviewFor anyone who has

suffered through a skin allergy or is permanently afflicted with eczema, dermatitis, leaky gut or

some sort of intolerance to modern foods, The Healthy Skin Kitchen from Karen Fischer is a

breath of fresh air. �Conscious Living MagazineAn essential resource for anyone who wants

beautiful skin, particularly people who struggle with Eczema, Acne and other skin

disorders. �Slim MagazinePart cookbook, part skin bible… your go-to guide for loving,

nourishing, and embracing the skin you are in. �Wellbeing Magazine --This text refers to the

hardcover edition.
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Pre-Diabetes CompleteActionDiet Plan GuideFood Mistakes to Avoid for Normal BG and A1C

Level, quickly Loss Pounds off to Reverse Pre-Diabetes, Hush by the big phama.CARA

BECCA©COPYRIGHTAll Rights Reserved. Contents of this book may not be reproduced in

any way or by any means without written consent of the publisher, with exception of brief

excerpts in critical reviews and articles.DISCLAIMERI’ve endeavor to be as precise and

complete as possible in the creation of this book, however, this does not warrant or represent

at any time that the contents are absolutely accurate due to the rapidly change and nature of

research and new findingsAll attempts have been made to verify information provided in this

book, the Publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary interpretation

of the subject matter herein.Any perceived sights of, peoples, or organizations are

unintentional.In practical advice books, like anything in life, there are no guarantees that it

would work absolutely for you as it works for others.Readers are advice to rely on their own

judgment about their individual circumstances and act accordingly.All readers are advice to

seek services of competent nutritionist, doctor before applying any method outlined

here.INSIDEHow this book about pre-diabetes book will change your life forever.If you're

seeing this book or have purchased a book I’ll like to reinstate to you now that you've in your

kindle device or in your hands the power to change your condition from going to the high way

of been type two diabetes forever or spend your hard earned dollars dependent on

drugs.Here’s the reason why,Inside this book are gems that will guide you with proven

predictable results once you have the courage to apply the lessons inside.My big promise to

you today is simple… it'll change everything.Here's the best part, the principles and guides

here work no matter your condition, whether you've given hope on ever recovering or you've a

family history it doesn’t matter only if you will apply these simple to use tips and strategies

inside these pages diligently.It has changed the lives and stories of many people just like you,

however, I have to be fair so you get it and not get carried away. So please pay close

attention.Reversing pre-diabetes is not instantly like the fake medical purist sold millions of

instant cures for Arthritics from the back of wagons centuries ago, nor is this another wristband

trick that works like sprinkling pixie dust, but it requires you to give the information here a

chance by investing a small amount of your time, thought and small investment in yourself daily

eating food that will make a change in your life forever and also the commitment to make some

lifestyle changes and relations to the environment.If you follow these tips you can definitely

count on the promise i made earlier, let me reinstate it to you today pre-diabetes can be

reversed by following a proven method that works by eating the right amount of food.WHY YOU

SHOULD PAY ATTENTION TO EVERYTHING YOU READ HEREUnlike many who have

written books about topics that they only research and write about, this book is different

because I’ve a real life experience nose to nose with diabetes and because I’ve lost loved

ones, friends, colleagues and a daughter so what I’ll give are practical advice I’ll give a family

member.You might be afraid about what will happen to you now when diagnosed with pre-

diabetes, therefore I want you to be like a driver and empower you to take control of your

condition rather than allow the big pharma and the food industry woo you with their new wrists

bank tricks and system that'll only lead to one things …a drain in your finance that’ll leave you

feeling confuse than ever without an measurable change in your condition.I want to ensure

anyone that will have this book knows and get ingrain in their head that living with diabetes or

pre-diabetes is not a dead sentence but can be FUN if well managed with the right dose of

information.Here’s what and who will hold you back today...it is YOU.I urge you to give yourself



and the series of simple process I’ve show you in this book a fair chance.However, it's not

really a book but a dialogue, it's not padded with technical jargons that need medical dictionary

or therasus to understand, rather it will show and tell you how to make the best out of your life

no matter your condition without worry and anxiety.It can happen as FAST as you’ll give it the

opportunity, if you'll apply this principles with your time and effort that's why I’ve written a step

by step guide on how to use this book so that there can be no mistakes whatsoever.However,

due to the nature of medical research and breakthrough I’ll update this book as many times as

possible to bring it to current realities and I hope you will find them useful.The only thing

standing between pre-diabetes, diabetes and your success (or any other so called

degenerative diseases) is the action you take every day for the rest of your life-Cara

BeccaTABLE OF CONTENT©COPYRIGHTDISCLAIMERINSIDETABLE OF
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GUIDE TO MANAGE YOUR DIAGNOSISCHAPTER 4FOUR TESTS FOR PRE-DIABETES

AND HIGH BLOOD SUGAR THAT DETERMINES IF YOU'RE PRE-DIABETESIMPACT OF

DIET ON PRE-DIABETESCHAPTER 5SIMPLE SECRETS OF HOW TO CUT SUGAR

CRAVINGS LIKE A WALK IN TH E PARKTHE THREE STEP PROCESSCHAPTER

6MISTAKES PEOPLE MAKE…FOOD NEVER TO EAT AND WHAT TO EAT

INSTEADCHAPTER 7SUPERFOODS FOR TYPE 2 DIABETES THAT WORKS FOR

PREDIABETESCHAPTER 8SMOOTHIES WITH SUPERFOODS and lifestyle

choiceLIFESTYLE CHOICE NOT I BUT YOU NEED TO MAKECHAPTER 9UNDERSTANDING

THE DANGERS ON YOUR FOOD LABELS and sugarCHAPTER 10HABITS TO HELP
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FOODSCONCLUSIONCONCLUSION MAKING EVERYDAY THANKSGIVINGOTHER BOOKS

THAT HAVE INFLUENCED MEABOUT THE AUTHORINDEXACKNOWLEDGEMENTIt will be

very difficult to list all books, authority sites and government site I’ve consulted to write this

book. Although it can be done however, an attempt to do so will require noting less than 30

pages, and i don’t want to add fluff and fillers, or unnecessary pages to make it seem longer

than it should be because i know you’re busy with other part of your life, and i want to respect

your time by giving you the gems out of the haystacks of cabbages out there about foods to

manage pre-diabetes and eliminate it from your dictionary.Special thanks to my superhero’s

Doctor Jason Fang Author of Obesity Code, and other books too numerous to mention, David

Wolfe Author of super foods: the food and medicine for the future for their eye-opening

revelations.Also doctor Dr. Peter Attia and Dr. Sarah Hallberg you guys rock.I gives me joy

when I share platforms with these gifted persons who are willing and able to help despite their

busy schedules affect the lives of millions of parents and children across the world.Special

thanks to Michelle Obama, Tyler Perry, Sai Baba Jada Pinkett, Smith Debi, Mazar Tom, Vilsack

Richard Simmons, Satchel Paige Jared Polis for their useful quotes and insights about the

importance of food as medicine.FOREWARDTHERE’S a great saying form the masters of

yesteryear that has remain true unto this day,“If you stand for nothing you’ll fall for every and

anything thrown at your path by anyone.Therefore in this book I like to share with you my

believe about life, diabetes and food in general for you to look at mine, and see how they

compare to yours so that we can agree on something’s before we get going.Firstly, I believe

that there’s a big conspiracy not to end diabetes but to keep millions depended on drugs and

supplement which has side effects that are even dangerous than diabetes because for more



than 100 years there has not been any “medical drugs to reverse or treat diabetes without

adverse effect.Secondly, most Doctors are dead wrong about how to manage diabetes

because they all insists on giving Insulin, metoforlin and other drugs that make losing weight

more harder and almost impossible like waiting for sunset in the east, it can never happen and

they know but they keep recommending insulin and other drugs with dangerous

consequences.Thirdly there are three ways to fight diabetes …expensive Bariatric surgery,

expensive Jejunocolic bypass also called gastric bypass surgery and eating food, which is

cheaper and easier than any other medical method ever device by man.Food as medicine has

been in use Centuries ago however, it rings true even in today’s sophisticated world, centuries

ago Socrates and his students proclaimed “let your medicine be your food and your food be

your medicine” however only few people will try it today because there’s daily release ads on

virtually every media TVs, Newspaper, internets and others of meds for every know illness by

the big pharma rather than the advice and advocacy to focus on eating right here’s why, it’s all

for more money and capital gain for the big pharma.Fourthly I believe in you, yes I believe in

your reading this book right now because inside you is an untapped goldmine to achieve every,

and anything you believe if only you’ll believe in yourself.Therefore I’ve share with you all I’ve

used to reverse my type two diabetes and pre-diabetes years later, however not to overwhelm

you, it’ll be served in small bite size clunks and garnished with some true life experience, and a

little dose of motivation to push you over the edge to get you going, and to break free from

anything holding you back.If you at any point reading this share any of the following four cores

believe and principles them I’m very happy we have found each other you and I are a kindred

family therefore let’s bond together and help make the world free from diabetes.However,

before we get going I want to invite you to join a across America and join to ,Also as the

challenging issues of racism and discrimination threaten the great fabric of our nation, you

need to teach your kids how to fight racism in a godly way.Let me ask you a question what will

you answer be when in years to come you kids ask you, mum dad aunt uncles what’s your

contribution years ago to fight and end racism hope your answer will not be an excuse? Take a

stand todayBOOKS YOU SHOULD READ THAT HAVE HELPED THOUSANDS IMPROVE

THEIR HEALTH AND RELATIONSHIPS WITH THEIR SPOUSE AND

CHILDREN.RELATIONSHIP ANXIETY in Dating Marriage & Relationships: A Christian Guide

to get everything you want in your marriage and relationships even if you don’t deserve it

BONUS TIPS: ADVICE FOR MEN: HOW TO AVOID SEPARATION AND DIVORCEBreaking

evil witchcraft force of darkness in your businesses, family, marriage and ministry, Prayers that

rout out demons, outwit the enemy, heal the heart, and make you excel in business and avail

much in lives and ministry. In addition, give you a special encounterIn a world of instability,

uncertainty, unpredictability, fear, terror, and global confusion, there’s a proven step to take

over the loss of a loved one. God’s Word is the ONLY source of faith, confidence, peace, and

salvation EVEN IN THESE ANXIOUS TIMES.APROVEN FORMULA for any man or woman to

get the relationship he/she desires without stress, to get a man or woman to commit trust and

love you like his one and only. A method that has helped me in my relationship it works so good

you’ll tell your friends.BOOKS THAT HAVE HELP IMPROVE MY HEALTHIf you’re struggling

with food and want Godly tips to lose weight without undergoing the d word then check out

Sandy Ray which over proven and practical ways to overcome eating disorder. MOSTLY

BINGE EATINGA proven system to overcome diabetes without drugs but eating the right food.

Secret big pharma wants you to avoid. Follow this method and your health, and everything

about diabetes and other chronic diseases might be a thing of the past.WHAT IS YOUR

CONTRIBUTION TO END RACISM? Lot of kids are in shock scared and will go about asking



questions this will in the future affect their mental health, What will you say in years to come

when your kids grow up and ask dad, mum, father, uncle, where did you serve in the Great War

against racism? Make sure your reply is not an excuse. Protect your kids by teaching them to

overcome racism anywhere they find themselves.CONTROVERSIAL INTRODUCTIONLIKE

THE TRUTH IT’LL SET YOU FREEI’m about to tell you a story which if you believe me you'll

be greatly rewarded, but if you don’t, i know you’re very busy and I’ll make the time you spend

reading every word from this page worth your while. In fact, i want to make it the best thirty

minutes or forty minutes you spend reading this TO BE the most valuable time, depending on

your reading speed. That saidLet’s get goingOnce upon a time Doctor Max Gerson was a

student of Breslau university in Berlin Freiburg from February 1906-1906 and then became an

interim in several hospitals and clinic around Germany because of his skills and unique ways of

getting things done.However in 1910 tragedy struck as Max Gerson suffered from a strange

devastating serve headache that made practicing medicine almost impossible, until he came

across a medical journal by an Italian doctor not too known who claim that the use of a

combination of fruits and vegetables and milk diet can naturally any form of severe headaches,

migraine and other strange illness the medical world has neglected.Like a drowning man ready

to cluck any straw to save himself, Dr Max religiously tried the milk cud diet without any visible

change in his condition for months, and decide to go all in months later after feeling there was

no hope to the fruit and vegetable diet however, based on his experience and the testimonials

from Germany at that time apple and apple cider work wonders he decided to narrow down his

choice to fruits with apple been his favorite, and he'd eat it in any form either cooked or raw.

Guess what?In less than 23 day exclusive on the fruit, and like a magic wand the migraine

ceased however, he decide to investigate further by trying other alternative by adding salts,

and other components to the fruit and vegetable mix.Guess what, the migraine return this time

more ferocity, it was like unleashing the gate of Hades and it severity almost made Dr Max mad

in less than 30 minutes after consuming the mixture and like a stubborn goat he quickly learnt

his lessons.However, years later Dr Max served in world war one treating and caring for

wounded Germany soldiers and after world war one was over he set up his own small practice

in Germany as a specialist in various nervous diseases.However, he continued his research

with fruits, and vegetable diet and he'd successfully cure 395 out of the 413 cases that decide

to try his method after everything else failed for lupus, an auto-immune disease characterize

with lesion and patches on almost all areas of the skins.For such great works Dr. Max was

praises by many Doctor, some joked he deserved a Nobel Prize for such research and

encourage that he should continue his great works.However, like the pain from a stunt gun Dr

Max was greeted with a rude shock, when he was drag like a rag doll to the court house by the

Germany Medical Association with laughable, and frivolous charges against him, the chief was

he was a not a specialist in skin disorder but a mental health specialist, and it’s against the

“code of conduct” of the Germany Medical Organization.Although, he settled it amicable

because the medical organization is the all in all about anything concerning health in Germany

and years after, he continued his research with fruits and vegetable on tuberculosis because

they was no cure and people were dying with reckless abandon.He came to a big

breakthrough, and was ready to challenge the Germany medical association with his findings

that tuberculosis can be safely cure using his mixture when the holocaust broke out, he had to

flee Germany because he was Jewish, and the political persecution of the Jews.
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